
To protect integrity of your data and avoid video frame losses, RAIDIX 
storage provides stable and irreducible writing speed even in case of 
hardware failures or during peak activities of the video management 
system. 

Advanced software capabilities of the RAIDIX storage allows you to 
deploy storage for the large-scale surveillance systems with minimum 
costs for network and server infrastructure.

RAIDIX Storage for Video Surveillance

Milestone XProtect® is a global market leading Video Management 
Software (VMS) that brings the puzzle pieces of a video surveillance 
installation together in a perfect combination to create a solution that 
keeps people, premises and property safe today – and tomorrow. 

With XProtect as the foundation of your video surveillance, you get the 
freedom to build the entire system just the way you like it. Built on an 
open platform architecture you can customize your surveillance system 
and integrate other business applications into it for increased usability 
and performance. 

Milestone XProtect 
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For the thousands of hi-res cameras

Cost-effectiveness for large-scale projects

Irreducible writing speed

Nondisruptive video archive access

All benefits of advanced analytical software

Future proof scalability

Key Features

RAIDIX Storage for Milestone XProtect 
RAIDIX Video Storage reveals all advantages of Milestone XProtect® open platform, making all additional 
integrations work seamlessly in every specific environment. Working together, Milestone XProtect® 
and RAIDIX Video Storage deliver video surveillance installation with less CapEx, as you will need less 
drives, commutations and additional server platforms.
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Solution Benefits

About Milestone Systems

Innovative RAID technologies give you lower redundancy of the drives and hardware platform 
according to your archive volume growth.

Reduce storage overhead with the archive volume growth

RAIDIX engine performance rate is able to connect the thousands of high resolution cameras 
to a single system, working with the parallel streams from the dozens of video servers.

Steady work with the thousands of hi-res cameras

When faced a drive or hardware failures, RAIDIX-based storage delivers high bandwidth needed 
for zero frame loss in the peak load. Even in this case, you’ll still have enough reserved 
performance to be sure in your infrastructure resiliency.

Ready for the worst-case scenario

RAIDIX storage performance is very enough for smooth and responsive work of advanced 
analytical software. It delivers you all benefits of the top notch VMS products with face 
recognition and motion detection features.

Milestone Systems is a leading provider of open platform video management software; 
technology that helps the world see how to ensure safety, protect assets and increase 
business efficiency. Milestone enables an open platform community that drives collaboration 
and innovation in the development and use of network video technology, with reliable and 
scalable solutions that are proven in more than 150,000 sites worldwide. Founded in 1998, 
Milestone is a stand-alone company in the Canon Group.

All benefits of advanced analytical software
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RAIDIX is an innovative software company developing professional storage solutions. We 
creates products for storage environments where applications and services demand high 
speed access and operate with massive data volumes.
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